Study of biphase microwires magnetic properties in temperature range from 295 to 1200 K
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To operate with objects of micro and nanosizes it is necessary to have small “instruments”. For this purpose we can use a microactuator, made of a partially covered magnetically biphase microwire, which can be controlled by means of a magnetic field. In this work we have studied, analyzed and compared the magnetic properties of two series of fully covered magnetically biphase microwires with different thickness of the hard or soft shell, in order to understand the magnetostatic interaction between the shell (CoNi- or FeNi- based) and the core (Fe- or FeCo-based glass-coated microwires). The magnetic properties were analyzed as a function of temperature in the range from 295 K to 1200 K using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (Lake Shore). The magnetic properties of samples varied with the thickness of the shell. Analysis of the magnetization process of each phases with measuring temperature has been performed.